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Author’s Notes
Stories for the Teachers’ Room happened kind of accidentally; at
least in that I did not intend to write a companion volume to Making Sense
in the Field of Time and Space.
I had been struggling for a long time with issues around
professional development for educators. I felt, and still feel, a need to
explore alternative approaches to promoting learning, particularly deep
learning, in people who educate other people.
There are numerous models in the field of professional
development. Those that I have encountered, and in some cases designed
for, seem to focus on delivering very specific information with the intention
that the learner be able to do something very specific, e.g., assess phonemic
awareness in a six year old; fill-out an IEP; “do” cooperative learning, …the
list goes on.
As there are a number of models; so there are a number of
promoters and practitioners. By suggesting alternatives to prevalent models,
I do not (necessarily) disagree with their efficacy. For that matter, when the
goal is procedural knowledge, I readily incorporate many approaches. My
search-in-progress for an alternative model and my vision for that model
does not focus on procedural knowledge, but on deeper kinds of
knowledge…conceptual knowledge, self-knowledge. I seek, therefore, a
much more holistic approach, one that encourages reflection and
examination of fundamental issues.
It was in the process of this search that the idea of writing Stories
for the Teachers’ Room emerged. I had just completed my book of
“reflections on the education of young human beings” and I was still
reflecting on my reflections. One morning, while leaving the Post Office, I
nearly collided with an elderly lady. She commented to me that I had
“taught her a lesson,” and that reminded me of one of my reflections:
Contexts for Teaching and Learning…
“Teaching and Learning can happen anywhere
at any time. Teacher and learner have a good chance
for success when the teaching and learning are
motivated by genuine needs that arise from authentic
“real world” situations. The best context for teaching
young human beings to live in the world is the world in
which they live. It’s not about the teaching!
It’s about the learning!”
Reflection #29 from
Making Sense in the Field of Time and Space
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By the time I got home, a whole story was buzzing around in my
head and the result was the first story in this book: The Lady at the Post
Office. I wrote it for fun, with the reflective statement in my mind, but
loosely…non-specifically. After Lady, the others just came…often inspired
by some event in my daily life.
How Flowers Taught the Two-Legged Cows to Know Her Name
came to me after encountering a real cow with the number 81 on her ear tag.
I wondered, "What’s her real name, her cow name?" I was sure it was not
“81.” I was reminded of another reflection: Words and Meaning…
“Words do not have meaning. Words are no more
than collections of sounds, phonemes strung together.
Words have no inherent meaning. If they did, if the
meaning was in the word, then all people would
understand all languages. The meanings of words are
constructed in the minds of those who utter them,
and in the minds of those who hear them. The meaning
intended by the speaker and inferred by the listener may
or may not be the same.”
Reflection #15 from
Making Sense in the Field of Time and Space

Similarly, My Grandfather’s Dinosaur came from watching my
friend Alvin use his excavator to pull dead trees and stumps from the
northwest corner of my property in the North Woods of Heath,
Massachusetts. He left the huge machine at my house for a week. I came to
call it “Alvin’s Dinosaur.” I was reminded of yet another reflection:
Personal and Physical Reality…
“Personal reality is constructed in the mind.
It is defined by our on-going experience. It is always
under construction. Physical reality exists. It is always
changing. All personal realities exist within one physical
reality, the field of time and space. There is no single
personal reality, when the product of a healthy brain,
that is inherently better or more valid than any other.”
”
Reflection #26 from
Making Sense in the Field of Time and Space
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DogBoy’s Long Night Moon came from a night by the fire as a full
October moon lit the landscape. My wife Patricia made the comment, “They
call it the long night moon.” I had not heard the phrase before and I liked it.
I had wanted to write another, contextually richer story around Reflection
#29, the one that inspired The Lady at the Post Office. The idea that “Its not
about the teaching, its about the learning” has been very powerful in
guiding my thinking.
The Ghost Dance and The Legend of the Dreamsinger are less
recent pieces and came many years ago from what I can only describe as an
emerging spiritual intelligence. I offer them in hopes of connecting with the
like.
SPIRIT
“In the depths of who we are, in the essence of our
humanity lies a commonality: Spirit. Beyond religions,
beyond politics, beyond paradigms, and beyond time
Spirit makes us one. Spirit says to us, “Humans! Do you
hear my music?
Do you feel the beat? It is your heart.
Do you sense the rhythm? It is your blood.
Do hear the harmony? It is your body.
Do you remember the melody? It is your song.”
Spirit says to us, “Humans! Learn to live in tune.”
Reflection # 35 from
Making Sense in the Field of Time and Space

All of the stories in this collection are rooted in constructivist
philosophies and are intended to promote the principles of authentic
learning in authentic contexts. I would hope at least to entertain and to
amuse; my deeper hope is to nurture reflective thinking and mentally ready
educators.
JMcT
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The Lady at the
Post Office
O1370

My morning routine is a simple one: breakfast at McKusker’s Deli
(low fat muffin… mmmmmmmm…good); a brisk walk to the Post Office;
pick up the mail in the briefest amount of time; and, a brisker walk back to
the car; then the ride home to write…to write this.
“Dull stuff,” you say? Agreed, most any day.
Today was different.
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The routine was well in progress. Time spent in the Post Office
was briefer than usual (no mail except for the good news that I’d been “preapproved” for a credit card. What an honor! It’s nice to get approval.).
This particular Post Office, like many, is entered and exited
through a set of double doors; the first closes behind you just before you
open the second door, and for a brief moment, you are caught in a glass
cage. Look to the left or straight ahead and see into the Post Office; look to
the right and see two very large potted plants with a sturdy wall behind
them; look behind and see the glass door you just came through.
It was in that brief moment, caught between the forward and rear
glass doors, suspended between these impenetrable transparent
governmentally approved glass walls, that I had my frightening encounter
with… (dum-da-dum-dum)…

The Lady at the Post Office!

O137

How frightening could a little old lady at the post office be? Well,
to look at her most any day, you would not be frightened. You would
probably smile. You might feel something for her; you see she was quite
old (I hope she is yet older now). And I think she must have had a hard life
(I hope it is easier now).
She wore house-slippers, not shoes, and she used an old cane to
help her walk. She was clad in an incongruous collection of artifacts from
what must have been a life of eighty years or more. And she had a strap
suspended round her neck, the kind of strap that in earlier years would have
attached a book bag for the schoolgirl, a silken purse for the teen, or a
shopping sack for the wife. But for the little old lady, this strap held a small
oxygen tank holding life-giving air.
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What then was it about her that justifies
the use of a font called, “Chiller?”
It was speed! It was velocity! It was the astounding rate of motion
that this missile from the retirement home hurled herself toward the glass
door! It was the stark realization that the only thing between a sure
collision and me was this, seemingly now, flimsy transparent surface.
Governmentally approved or not, it was little barrier to this Attila in drag.
She whipped the door opened in a flash, exposing me to the thrust of her
attack.
I took it all in, as time slowed its pace. Her slippers had become
running shoes securing her footing on her unswerving trajectory; her dress
the flowing robes of a paradigmatically-challenged terrorist, the oxygen
tank a potentially lethal weapon. And, most chillingly (hence “Chiller” font),
there was no place for me to go; there was no place for me to hide.
I looked quickly behind me as I faced her onslaught. Safe havens
loomed amid the unsuspecting people inside, a mother and child buying
stamps, a neighbor whom I recognized from a town meeting, and a post
person (actually a woman) chatting with yet another (seemingly) harmless
senior citizen! But, no, the glass door was there, still not quite closed, still
moving from my release.
Yes, there was safety inside, but my way was blocked by
governmentally approved transparent barriers, no doubt constructed in the
first place to protect me (and the little old lady hurtling at me like a fast ball
in the world series) from the devastation of a chilly breeze.
The consumer-protecting glass walls were now barricades off
which to bounce; the potted plants obstructions on which to stumble; and
the wall behind them no more than a surface on which to splatter!
Oh, she was going to hit me all right, I knew it when the field of
space warped and that razor’s edge that moves through the field of time,
separating past from future, stopped!
I could see she had been distracted by something in the street; she
was looking behind her. But my peril became clear by what I could not see;
I could not see the eyes of…(dum-da-dum-dum)…

The Lady at the Post Office!
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If I could not see her eyes, then she could not see me! My last
chance for survival was gone; my hope that she too would somehow see the
impending disaster; that she would pull up at the last second, that she would
save us from catastrophe even after it was certain (like Wiley Coyote after
he runs off the cliff, realizes it and tries to run back before the laws of
gravity take effect and he hurtles to certain death only to be miraculously
revived for the next episode of the Road Runner.)
We would collide! She would whack me like a rock hitting a
mirror. No matter that I had seen her and could stop my own forward
motion (…there’s on old Yiddish saying, ”Whether the rock hits the mirror
or the mirror hits the rock, it’s going to be bad for the mirror!”).
It was certain. We were going to collide …but who would
survive? Yes, she was little (as required by definition of “little-old lady”),
and yes she was old (again by definition). But she was moving fast… very,
very fast. (What are those stories about flying feathers penetrating brick
when carried on the winds of a tornado?) And, me? I was hustling…to
freedom, to the day ahead, to the sunshine. So, the best I could do was to
pull up, at least not contribute to the velocity of the impact!
In what I knew were to be my final moments on Earth, I glimpsed
the true danger and understood its ghastly implications. The oxygen tank
flailed at her side, bouncing off this wall and that, clinking and clanking as
metal smacked glass. What if it exploded right here in this governmentally
approved official United Sates of America Post Office consumer-protecting
glass entryway? What if the blast took out the whole building, the
neighborhood, the town and along with it McKusker’s low fat muffins!!!
Was this my destiny? If it was my Karma to be here at this time in
this space, I accepted my fate. In those last moments before the crash, I
came to peace and contentment. I saw a white light at the end of a long
tunnel and I heard my Mother’s voice from beyond the veil saying, “It’s
alright dear.”
And then, from a place further away, I heard another voice.
Whose? It was familiar, it was calm, and it was firm. It spoke clearly and I
understood that I was hearing my own voice emanating from deep within
the tunnel and echoing in my brain, “Caution!” And, twice again,
“Caution, caution!”
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And then a miracle; she heard me! Her head whirled to see where
this mysterious warning was coming from. I could see her eyes now, not
the devil eyes I expected, not the blood-shot eyes of a Willey Coyote, but
the startled eyes of a Road Runner. Coming to a screeching halt, just
moments before our seemingly unavoidable collision, she saw me and her
brain of eighty years kicked in. That which had kept her alive for eight
decades served to keep her alive yet another day.
She looked at me in breathless astonishment. As time and space
once more resumed its orderly progress, I smiled and asked, “Are you
alright?” Yes,” she wheezed, gasping, not yet recovered. “Thank you, you
taught me a lesson. I should watch where I’m going!”
“No,” I said kindly, relieved to be alive and once more on into the
sunshine. "No,” I said, “I didn’t teach you anything. Perhaps you learned
something?”
She smiled, seeming relieved that she too had survived, and she
said with a wink, “Perhaps.”
With that she entered and I exited to come home to my mountain
and write about my encounter with…the Lady at the Post Office!

O1370
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How Flowers Taught
the Two-Legged Cows
to Know Her Name

Flowers

was not her full name. For that matter, it did not

even sound like ffff-ull-ow-er-rrrs in Cowlish, it was more of a…
“Mmmowerrrzzz” … and, it was short for a much longer cow name that
was quite unpronounceable by the average two-legged cow. True-cows, the
four-legged variety of course, could pronounce her full name and true cows
knew her name meant

“She Who Smells the Flowers First.”
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Flowers remembered the stories of how she got her name. As a
very young calf, she and her sisters would be among the first to lead the
two-legged cows into the field. Although, unlike her sisters who would go
straight to the tender grasses growing by the stream to begin eating
breakfast, Flowers would stop at each and every flower along the way.
She would revel in the glorious smells of the yellow Wood Poppy,
Prickly Pear and Frostweed; the orange Hawkweed, Milkwort and Spotted
Touch-me-not; the rich brown Sumac, Seebox and Groundnut; the flame red
Phlox, Hibiscus and Indian Blanket; and, the blue Hepatica, Periwinkle and
Wild Flax.
And so, it was no surprise to anybody when Flowers grew to be a
heifer and it was time for her to be given her true name that the Council of
Elders would choose to name her SheWhoSmellsTheFlowersFirst.
Of course, by now, only her Mother still called her that; everyone
else just called her Flowers. Everyone else, that is, except the two-leggeds.

The two-legged cows had always been kind to Flowers and she
could not remember them not being around. She had her favorites, the one
called Pa particularly.
Pa was a strong male and the largest of the herd that included the
alpha female they called Ma, and two calves called BigJoe (he was quite
small) and Li'l Billy (who was anything but). In spite of his size and bulk,
this one called Pa was the most gentle, the most kind, and the most
dependable. He would always open the gates when it was time to return to
nest, he would always bring food, and; he would talk.
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Most of Pa’s talk was gibberish… you know, that sing-song,
collection of ay’s, ees, ies, oh’s and oo’s punctuated by those explicable
percussive clicking sounds two-legged cows make, the ch’s, ka’, and ta’s.
Of course, any well educated true-cow needed to be bi-lingual and Flowers
had struggled to learn the language (if you could call it that) of the twolegged (a courtesy that the two-legged did not seem anxious to return, for
very few of them appeared to be making an effort to learn proper Cowlish.)
Still, there was one thing that really bothered her about the twolegged; they did not know her real name. Oh they had a name for her all
right, and it was a nice enough name she supposed (if you were a twolegged). They called her Eighty-one, and when she heard them bleating out
“Aaaaateeeewhaaaanuuun,” she knew they meant her.
So, why did it bother her so that they did not know her real name,
after all, they were only two-legged cows. Even the one Flowers liked so
much, the one called Pa; he was still only a two-legged cow and could not
be expected to pronounce her name in Cowlish.
But still, day after day Flowers would hear…
“Aaaaateeeewhaaaanuuun …
Aaaaateeeewhaaaanuuun …
Aaaaateeeewhaaaanuuun…”
“What an ugly stream of sounds,” she thought. It bothered to hear
this because her name was Flowers; not Eighty-one!
“Aaaaateeeewhaaaanuuun” doesn’t mean anything”; she would
complain to her sisters, “its just sounds strung together!” Her real name
meant something! It spoke of who she was and what was important to her.
Even now, in the prime of heifer-hood, she still stopped to smell the flowers
first. Aaaaateeeewhaaaanuuun was not her name and was therefore, just not
acceptable. So, Flowers made a decision to do what no true cow had ever
been able to do. She decided to teach the two-legged cow called Pa to know
her name.
At first, Flowers thought it would be easy. After all, how difficult
could it be to say “Mmmowerrrzzz”? Certainly no more than the
“Aaaaateeeewhaaaanuuun” sound they made now. So, her first strategy to
teach the two-legged cow called Pa to know her name was simple. She
would gently and kindly correct him when he misspoke. And so, when Pa
would
say
“Aaaaateeeewhaaaanuuun”,
Flowers
would
say
“Mmmowerrrzzz” back to him.
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Over and over again, Pa would say, “Aaaaaateeeewhaaaanuuuun”
and Flowers would say “Mmmowerrrzzz”,
and Pa would say, “Aaaaaateeeewhaaaanuuuun”
and Flowers would say “Mmmowerrrzzz”,
and Pa would say, “Aaaaaateeeewhaaaanuuuun”
and Flowers would say “Mmmowerrrzzz!”
This went one until all the other true cows begged Flowers to stop,
for they had become so tired of the two-legged’s blithering. So, she tried
another strategy. Every morning, when the true cows would lead the twolegged cows to the field, and the calves would rush ahead, Flowers would
be the first among them. Many of her friends thought she was being quite
un-cool (after all, this boisterous scrambling for the tender shoots by the
stream was really something for calves, certainly not for the sophisticated
heifers they had become). Even when her older sister LiesDownInThePoop
and her younger sister SeemsToAttractMoreFlies laughed at her for her
morning antics, Flowers thought it worth the humiliation if just this one, big
dumb two-legged cow could get right. She hoped Pa would see her every
morning, over and over smelling the flowers and begin to associate her with
the yellow Wood Poppy, Prickly Pear and Frostweed; the orange
Hawkweed, Milkwort and Spotted Touch-me-not; the rich brown Sumac,
Seebox and Groundnut; the flame red Phlox, Hibiscus and Indian Blanket;
and, the blue Hepatica, Periwinkle and Wild Flax. They were all flowers
and so was she!
But, no, not only did Pa not learn, he did not even seem to notice
what Flowers was doing. This one called Pa was clearly learning disabled.
Still, Flowers persisted, longing to hear Pa speak her name, her beautiful
“Mmmowerrrzzz!” But still, he just didn’t get it! Flowers was beginning to
think that these two-legged cows were just unteachable. Sure, they could be
trained. You could get them to clean your nest, refresh the hay bales, and
even pick up the poop! But, she wondered, could they really learn? You
see, Flowers wanted Pa to more than just make the sound of her name,
Mmmowerrrzzz, or “Flowers” in his gibberish. She wanted him to
“understand” why he was making that sound. She wanted him to know that
“Flowers” was her name, not Aaaaaateeeewhaaaanuuuun. She was
Mmmowerrrzzz and she was proud of her name and what it meant to her.
So, she conceived one last desperate strategy. She would go right into their
nest (a place no self-respecting true cow would ever want to go). She
would confront Pa and his entire herd. She would sit them down, get their
attention, look them directly in the eye and say very clearly and distinctly,
“My name is Mmmowerrrzzz!”
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It was in the season of the FallingLeavesAndColderWinds that
Flowers tried her radical plan. The day was not even half over, the Mother’s
udders still hung loose; the time to summon the two-leggeds was still far
off. And so, as you can well imagine, all the other cows thought it very
strange when Flowers boldly walked up the hill, past the stream where the
calves grazed on the tender shoots and even past the field where the
Mother’s munched and complained to one another about “What’s the matter
with the young Heifers these days!” And, you can imagine how aghast all
the true-cows were when Flowers walked right up to the WireThatBites!
Surely Flowers would stop there! No true-cows in their right mind would
touch the WireThatBites…duhhhh …hello… the Wire – that – BITES!!!
But Flowers did something even more bizarre! Everyone starred in
disbelief as she began to run right at the menacing WireThatBites! “What is
this crazy kid doing?” thought the Mothers. “We taught her not to do go so
close!”
“Mmmowerrrzzz!” bellowed her Mother, “That’s quite enough!”
But Flowers did not listen and she did not slow down! Instead she broke
into a full gallop, like the tall cows that the two-legged cows sometimes
rode upon. She ran and ran for all she was worth, intently, deliberately,
undeterred she dashed toward the WireThatBites and the whole community
of true cows shuddered for there would be no saving Flowers now. She
could not stop, she could not swerve, she could only careen headlong into
the menacing wire and feel its bite. She would forever have the scar, like
old TalksTooMuch who keeps to herself and doesn’t talk at all any more.
Then, when catastrophe seemed inevitable, Flowers did something
that no true-cow had ever done before. No one had ever taught her; no one
had ever expected it; but she knew she could do it and she did.

She jumped!
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Oh sure, the other true cows could jump and often did…but they
were little jumps, the kind of jumps that were expected and the kind of
jumps that the calves were taught to do and the kind of jumps that properly
educated Heifers were expected to do. This jump was very different.
Flowers soared, like the soft-coated cows that flew overhead. She
took to the air in one great leap that carried her up and up, higher and
higher, spinning and turning, whirling and revolving not at all gracefully
and looking quite ridiculous to all the true-cows, not to mention to the
collection of tall-cows, ground-scratching cows, bearded-cows, and even
the troublesome barking-cows who were also watching in astonishment!
Even Pa and the other two-legged cows had gathered to watch this
extraordinary event. They watched until at last Flowers landed on the other
side of the dreaded WireThatBites, coming to a rolling and tumbling halt,
digging up the ground and leaving a long furrow behind her.
She landed smack in the center of the huge flower garden of the
two-legged cow called Ma. She looked ridiculous, covered head-to-hoof in
Pansies and Petunias, Daisies and Daffodils, Roses, Geraniums, and Jack in
the Pulpit.

As you might imagine, Flowers was very, very embarrassed. All
the other cows; true-cows, soft-coated cows, tall-cows, ground-scratching
cows, bearded-cows, and even barking-cows laughed at her sitting amid the
flowerbed!
Flowers was thoroughly frustrated and angry with herself. She had
tried so hard to teach Pa this simple thing. It would have meant so much to
hear this dear animal, the two-legged cow called Pa speak her name, her
true name.
She was a failure; she had not taught Pa to say
“Mmmowerrrzzz!”
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And so, you will understand how embarrassed Flowers was as she
watched Pa approach her in the garden. She knew he’d want her to lead
him back into the field now, but she dreaded having to walk past all her
friends, looking like she did now, the result of her very undignified landing
in Ma’s garden. And so, perhaps you will also understand how surprised
Flowers was when Pa came close, showing his teeth in that way the twolegged cows do when they are amused, making that silly chuckling sound,
and speaking the most beautiful words Flowers had ever heard.
The other two-legged cows understood why Pa had said what he
did. What else could he say to this flower-covered creature sitting among
the Pansies and Petunias, Daisies and Daffodils, Roses, Geraniums, and
Jack in the Pulpit? The other two-legged cows knew exactly why the one
called Pa said, “Come on Flowers, let’s go back to the field.”
As with most of the sounds made by two legged cows, Flowers understood
only one word, but it was the one word she longed to hear, it was the word
“Flowers” and that meant “Mmmowerrrzzz”! He had said it! The big, dumb
two-legged cow had said her name and, best of all he had a reason to call
her “Flowers!” He had learned her name!

For many years thereafter, Mmmowerrrzzz (“Flowers” as Pa liked
to call her) lived happily among the true-cows. She too became one of the
Mothers and, in her time, passed onto the greater pasture where all the
flowers smell sweet and all the young green shoots are tender. But while
she lived, the two-legged cow called Pa, and the ones called Ma, and Big
Joe, and Li’l’ Billy all addressed her properly for not only had the twolegged cow called Pa learned her name, but so had the rest of the herd.
Even today, when the season of FallingLeavesAndColderWinds
comes, and the two-legged cows gather at their feeding troths and make
their gibberish to each other, they speak with fondness of Flowers, the cow
who dressed herself in Pansies and Petunias, Daisies and Daffodils, Roses,
Geraniums, and Jack in the Pulpit. And just this morning, when the young
calves led the two-legged cows into the field, they all stopped to smell the
flowers first, remembering Mmmowerrrzzz and the story of how Flowers
taught the two-legged cows to know her name.
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My
Grandfather’s
Dinosaur

Prologue
On the occasion of Sarah MacMurphy’s one-hundredth
birthday, five generations of MacMurphys, Callahans, Finnegans, Griffins,
O’Learys, and Mulligans gathered in a stew of humanity all of whom had
direct and common ancestry with Sarah.
On a cold Winter Solstice Eve in the year 2097, Sarah’s children;
their children; their children’s children; and, their children’s children’s
children convened to listen to Sarah speak of her life.
When everyone was quiet and with the youngest of her offspring
sitting at her feet, she began…
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Sarah’s Story
The advantage of being one hundred years old is that you have a
lot of stories to tell. The disadvantage is that you’ve already told all your
stories to anybody who would listen! Or, anyone who’d listen thinks
they’ve already heard all your stories. Well, I am one hundred years old
today, and you young people have asked me to speak of my life. So, I will
tell you a story because the youngest among you have asked for one and the
rest of you think you have heard them all.
You have not. Only the ghosts
in this room have heard the
story of my Grandfather’s
Dinosaur!

It was the day after my fifth birthday, nearly ninety-five years ago
today. I was awakened that morning to the sounds of the chain saws. Father
and Grampa Ned were cutting the huge trees in the dark forest where
leprechauns and other mischievous sprites lived in the day and from where
they emerged at night to steal little children from their beds.
Grampa Ned was very big and very strong, so he and Father (who
was also very big and very strong) were not afraid of Leprechauns. They cut
each of the huge trees with indifference. I remember being quite amazed at
how quickly each of the great trees fell. Grampa Ned would make three
cuts, two on one side and one on the other, bringing a mighty oak or whitespotted maple to the ground.
Throughout the whole day the cutting sounds continued,
ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ the first cut, and without hesitation and only a slight dip
in pitch, ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ the second cut! Then, Grampa Ned would
whip around to the other side of each victim tree, and ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ
the third cut!
Each of the great trees came down in a cacophony of crackles,
crunches, crashes and commiserations from a variety of annoyed
leprechauns, elves, fairies, pixies, sprites, and fire-breathing dragons, not to
mention the dreaded Banshee who had the previous spring come and taken
Gramma Callahan away in his night-black carriage drawn by four nightblack horses!
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I did not actually see Gramma Callahan boarding the Banshee’s
carriage, but I was sure that she had. In fact, she had herself told me many
times that this would indeed come to pass. And, as far as I could tell, at only
five years old, it had! No other explanation had been provided for her
continuing absence, and so I was satisfied with Gramma’s own explanation.
I was a precocious child and some times imagined beyond my
years. Even at five years old, I could not help wondering where was the
Banshee to go after transporting Gramma Callahan to wherever it was she
had gone? Was the Banshee so busy with such transportations that he was
continually ferrying legions a Grammas to wherever Grammas went when
they no longer were attending Sunday dinners? That was hard to imagine. I
only knew a few Grammas personnly and wasn’t sure how many more there
could be. No, the Banshee had to live somewhere and I could think of no
more better or more mysterious place than a dark forest.

The work continued throughout the day as I began to piece
together an understanding of what was happening! There was to be a great
fire that night. Many people would come. There would be eating and
drinking (and dancing if Uncle Fergus brought his fiddle).
And, as I predicted, there was a great fire. It came from the
center of a mountain of branches, each broken, turned, and twisted by its
fall from grace. I had not seen anyone light it so I imagined the fire was
caused by the few remaining fire-breathing dragons that still inhabited the
wood.
Oh? I see you smiling! You’re laughing because you think I’m
old and that I believe fire-breathing dragons live in
woodpiles! Ha! I am old but I'm not a fool! I know that
Father lit that great fire, but back then, as I tried to make
sense of what I was seeing, I had another perception, another
view of the world and it is that view that I am taking now.
Yes, yes…you’re “sorry”; well then…be quiet and listen.
I remember being astounded by the flames reaching high into the
night sky. The heat, greater than I had ever known, forced me to withdraw
into the shadowed periphery (where the dancers were not all human, I was
quite sure of that).
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From my vantage point, not too deep in the shadows, I watched my
predictions come true. Uncle Fergus scratched the bow along the strings of
his old Irish fiddle, faster and faster. The dancers whirled ‘round the blaze
and built a great thirst in the doing of it, for if they were not dancing, they
were drinking; and, if they were not drinking, they were singing and
laughing; and, the more they drank, the more they danced and sung and
laughed! I remember Grampa Ned taking me from the shadows and lifting
me up into his strong arms. He carried me ‘round the fire in the heat of the
dance and he sang to me in a rich baritone, smooth and liquid, filled with
energy and humor. Grampa Ned danced and sang and laughed and I
giggled until my tummy hurt. Th a t w a s the la s t th ing I re me mb e re d
c le ar ly: the music, the fire, Grampa Ned singing in my ear.

When I awoke the next morning and surveyed the devastation from
the tree cutting and branch burning, I was amazed. The dark forest, still
smoldering from the great fire the night before, was a fit home for neither
beast nor Banshee; the dark forest was no longer. In its place were many
fallen trees, looking quite different now, stripped of their branches and
twigs. Now, from my bedroom window on the second floor, they seemed
just long, large sticks, not looking so great and mighty but rather
diminutive, like the plastic toys with which I played. And, next to each
fallen tree, there was a stump still firmly anchored to the ground. The dark
forest was forever changed and forever different.

The days passed, the months passed. I, busy with being five years
old, stopped noticing the fallen trees and field of stumps. And so, on that
early spring day when Grampa Ned came by to talk with Father, I did not
connect his visit with the formerly dark forest but saw it as an opportunity
to listen to his stories. (And, I was a good listener!)
On that day, he did not tell me a story but walked with Father out
among the fallen trees and standing stumps. Father would point to this tree
or that stump and Grampa Ned would shake his head up and down. Yes, he
could do something; but, what?
When the men returned to the house, they spoke of how hard the
ground would be the next day. I did not understand why that seemed
important, but I did gather that, if the ground were hard, Grampa Ned would
return to remove the many fallen trees and standing stumps.
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As I have said, Grampa Ned was a very big man and a very strong
man, but I found it hard to imagine that he could carry away these very
large trees and pull these stumps from the ground. And so, I was very
relieved when he said to Father, “Dinah and I will be here first thing in the
morning if the ground is hard enough so she won’t sink. She’ll make short
work of the trees and stumps!”
I was glad Grampa Ned would not have to do it by himself.
Someone named Dinah was coming and, I remember thinking, she must
surely be very, very fat if Grampa Ned worried that she might sink into the
ground. That would have been a very funny sight but, overall, a bad idea to
have a very fat lady sunk in your mud, especially if she did not sink all the
way but just half way and became a permanent residence herself for who
knows what kind of mischief-makers.
I slept that night imagining Grampa Ned and Dinah, his corpulent
assistant, clearing the dark forest of the remnants of its former glory.

I awoke in the morning to rumbles and growling like I had never
heard before. Imagine my utter astonishment when I looked out the window
and saw Grampa Ned sitting on the back of the biggest Dinosaur I had ever
seen!
Oh? You laugh at an old woman again, you “adults!”
Your children are not laughing; they are listening!
That’s better. Now where was I? Oh, yes…
When I was five years old, I thought I knew a lot about dinosaurs,
not just the fuzzy purple variety either! I had been to the museum with my
Kindergarten class; I had played with tiny plastic replicas, I had seen them
on the television looking quite real, although I did not care for the real
toothy beasts who looked much too much like the various monsters that had
been evicted from the dark forest in the first place. I liked the big, hulking
plant eating dinosaurs and everything in my five years of experience told
me that was what I was seeing!
In my five-year-old imagination, Dinah was a Dinosaur and
Grampa Ned was riding on her back as she dipped to take the formerly
mighty oaks and formerly white-spotted maples in her mouth to carry them
to his truck where she dropped them with a great bang and boom. And,
when all the fallen trees were on the truck, Dinah would reach down and
bite hard onto a stump, yanking it violently out of the earth. She would raise
it up high in the air and she would shake her great head back and forth as
the dirt and dust would fall to the ground. She would play with a stump,
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dropping it over and over, only to pick it up, shake and drop again. I imagined
that Dinah just liked to watch the dirt fall from the tangled roots, because
when most of the dirt had shaken loose, she would drop the stump on a pile
of other now dirtless stumps and go off in search of ones with more dirt.
When Grampa Ned left that night, there were still many stumps left
for Dinah to pull. I supposed that was why Grampa Ned left Dinah sleeping
there in the formerly dark forest, obviously very tired from her hard day’s
work.

Work began early the next day. I watched from the back porch,
only a few yards from where Grampa Ned rode upon Dinah as the great
beast played joyfully with the stumps and shook clouds of dirt to the
ground. Grampa Ned smiled and laughed for he truly enjoyed riding upon
Dinah’s back.
Then, much to my
surprise, Grampa Ned yelled,
”Come ride up here with me,
Colleen!” Grampa Ned lifted
me up onto Dinah’s back and I
sat happily next to him. For
the rest of the afternoon,
Grampa Ned and I rode upon
Dinah’s back as she would pull
the stumps, and raise the
stumps, and shake the stumps,
and drop the stumps until they
had no more dirt to drop and
the pile of stumps was almost
as big as the pile of branches
that made the great fire on the
previous Winter Solstice Eve.
By sunset, the last of the fallen trees lay on Grampa Ned’s long
truck and the last of the dirtless stumps lay upon their funeral pyre. Dinah
at last did rest and fell silent in her fatigue (for she had indeed worked very
hard these two days.) It was then, just when Grampa Ned was about let me
down from the sleeping beast, that I asked him what seemed to me a very
obvious question, “Is Dinah a real Dinosaur?”
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Grampa Ned did not answer. He would start to answer, but he
would always stop and be silent. So, we were both were silent.
And now, I will tell the part that was most amazing to me
and I will ask you children to show your parents how to
listen…and believe.
Grampa Ned had been quiet for a long time when I felt the
movement. I wasn’t sure at first, maybe he was shifting as I sat upon his
lap, but when it happened again, I knew it wasn’t Grampa Ned; it was
Dinah! The movements were not at all Dinosaur-like, they were gentle, like
the shrugs Old Nick the hound dog would make as he half slept, shrugs that
just let me know he did not want to play.
Grampa Ned reached down and touched Dinah’s back. He left his
hand there for a while, not speaking. Dinah moved again, I felt it and I
knew that Grampa Ned felt it too! The nudge was soft, it was gentle, barely
perceptible, but it was there. Grampa Ned looked down at Dinah and
smiled. He shook his head up and down very slightly as if agreeing and I, at
only five years old, sensed that some wonderful thing was about to happen.
Grampa Ned spoke very quietly to me as though telling a very,
very important secret. No one but I would have heard him here high up on
Dinah’s back, but still he whispered. “Yes, Colleen. Dinah is a real
Dinosaur.” This of course did not surprise me, and I thought it a very nice
thing. After all, how many children had Grandfathers who owned real
Dinosaurs?
Grampa Ned’s face changed then. He became serious and spoke in
a deep voice, like the one he used when he told Father that the Banshee had
come for Gramma Callahan. “Would you like to hear a story, Colleen?” It
seemed to me a strange place for a story, sitting there on the back of a
Dinosaur. But, Dinah was very quite by then and I so loved to hear Grampa
Ned’s stories…like when he and his horse were chased by a swarm of killer
bees and he had to dive into a deep river to save himself and when he came
out he found that his poor horse had been eaten down to the bone by the
bees! I always kind of knew he was making-up these stories, but at that age
you’re willing to suspend reality for a while and believe the unbelievable.
And so, all you children and parents, believe at least that I believed
when Grampa Ned told me his most wonderful story; how Dinah had come
to him in his dreams when a little boy and beckoned him to ride up her
back, and how the dreams continued until he had grown to be a man. Dinah
would come to him and say, “Come ride, Ned! I will make you strong! We
will pull ancient stumps from the ground and shake the dirt from their
tangled roots. You and I can do anything you can imagine!”
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And then one day, when he was fully a man, Grampa Ned went to
a place where very great machines were sold, machines that could move
mountains. And there, living amid the excavators and bulldozers and the
many other great machines, was Dinah disguised as a great machine herself.
But Grampa Ned recognized her when he heard her call to him. “Ned, it’s
me! It’s me… Dinah. Take me out of here! Take me home and we will
play together like in our dreams!”
Grampa Ned did take her home and, for many years after that he
and Dinah pulled many ancient stumps from the ground and shook the dirt
from their tangled roots. But, surprisingly, no one else but Grampa Ned had
ever noticed, until now that is, that Dinah was not a machine at all, but was
in fact a real dinosaur! In the beginning he told everybody about Dinah; that
Dinah was real! But then after a while, Grampa Ned said with a sadness in
his voice, people started making fun of him, calling him things like
“imaginative” and “creative” and “delusional!” So, he decided it was much
better if everybody else just went on thinking Dinah was an excavator. I
guess that was why Grampa Ned was so surprised when I too saw the truth.
“Colleen,” Grampa Ned said quietly and not at all in the voice of
an adult talking to a child, “Dinah truly is a real Dinosaur. I am telling you
this now and asking you to remember when you are old, because when
people get old, they forget the truths they knew when they were children;
they find other explanations for magic. So Colleen, when you are old and
you think maybe Dinah was not a real Dinosaur; maybe Dinah was just a
machine like other people said, or maybe your old Grampa Ned really was
“imaginative” and “creative” and “delusional”…when you think these
things, remember this…”
Grampa Ned took my hand, gently placed it on Dinah’s back, and
said quietly, “Dinah, tell Sarah you are real.” At first I expected a great
booming voice…but there was no booming voice, there was no voice at all.
I barely felt it at first, a little ripple, a little pulse. I remember
focusing on the feeling under my hand… thump… thump… thump-dathump-da-thump. I had felt that before…I had felt it inside Old Nick as I
lay on his belly; I had felt it in my Mother as she held me; I had felt it
within myself. And now, my own heart beat in cadence with the heart of
the great beast. Dinah was real all right! Dinah had a heart and both Grampa
Ned and I thrilled to its pulse.
Grampa Ned spoke quietly, “When you have touched the heart of
a Dinosaur, you are changed forever. Now, Colleen, remember, people may
not believe you if you tell them about Dinah. They will think you are
making up a story.”
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“But why,” I asked perplexed, “Dinah is real…she is!” And then
whispering in my ear, Grampa Ned said something I did not understand
until many, many years later.
He said, “Yes, Dinah is real, but she’s my personal reality!”

You may say that Dinah really was just a machine, not at all real.
But to Grampa Ned and me, she was real, and for many years thereafter I
remembered my ride on Dinah’s back and how it felt to touch the heart of a
Dinosaur. These were the beliefs of childhood and I did believe. But when
I grew to be an adult like you, I let go of childish beliefs, and I forgot about
Dinah.
It has been many years since I sat next to Grampa Ned and rode
upon Dinah, and it has been many years since I have spoken of my
experience. You young people live in your own personal realities, making
sense of things that do not make to sense to me, and I am just a very old
storyteller. But I will tell you this, that after riding a Dinosaur at five years
old, the next ninety-five years were not so tough. Imagined or real, when
you have touched the heart of a Dinosaur, you are changed forever.
I can see on your faces that you do not believe my story, but I
know that you enjoyed hearing it and that is enough for me. I ask only one
thing, grant me “my personal reality” and when I have heard the call of the
Banshee, do not forget the story of my Grandfather’s Dinosaur!
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Epi l og ue
On the night of her one-hundredth birthday, on a cold Winter
Solstice Eve in the year 2097, Sarah MacMurphy joined her Grampa Ned
and the many ghosts who had listened to her story that day.
Only the children of the MacMurphy clan believed that she had
boarded a night-black carriage and had been driven away by four nightblack horses. So, as you can imagine, they were quite surprised to see in
the early fallen snow on that solstice morning, not the tracks of the
Banshee’s carriage, but four very large indentations, looking curiously like
the footprints of a plant eating dinosaur!
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DogBoy’s
Long
Night
Moon

The morning mist still hovered heavily over the encampment when
DogBoy entered SunMoonMan’s dimly lit lodge. The cold winter air
entered with him and he felt a shiver of anticipation. The Shaman would ask
one question, and Juan Ramón deTirni, Count of Ensanada and former dog,
would never be called “DogBoy” again.
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It took a while for his eyes to accustom to the darkness of the inner
lodge. Crepusculent light filtered through the eastern wall where the mud
had given way to wind. He could see SunMoonMan sitting in front of a
fireless hearth. Near the ancient Wiseman, in the shadows, was another
figure.
SunMoonMan said nothing; the figure in the shadows was silent.
DogBoy stood before the cold hearth and he too was silent, hearing only the
drumming of his heart and the throbbing in his head. His excitement was
obvious; at last he stood before the great teacher SunMoonMan. No one
knew how old he was, and looking at him, DogBoy imagined him to be
very, very old indeed.
He thought about the now somewhat foggy events that had brought
him in four short years from an elegant hacienda in Madrid to this chilly
Shaman’s lodge in the forests of the New World: the voyage from Spain,
the storm at sea, the death of his parents the Count and Countess of
Ensanada in the cold waters of the Atlantic; and then, the time of no
memory that followed.
He thought too of Morning Star, who had found him nearly dead
on a deserted beach and had nursed him back to health and life. She had
persuaded her family to let the strange boy live among The People, if only
with the dogs. And then, when her own husband and son perished, she had
taken in the dog boy and let him live as her son, among The People but not
yet one of The People.
That was three years ago, and since then, as would a clever and
friendly dog, DogBoy had endeared himself to all who knew him and of
him. It was that endearment that had brought him to this special place now,
on the verge of becoming a man, a man of The People. This was what he
knew he wanted and bore no regrets for the life in Spain, nor did he miss the
power-hungry father who was always absent even when present; or the
Mother whose beauty and social graces were her only interests. If anyone
was to be missed it was Fray Diago, the Countess’s confessor and his tutor.
The old priest had taught him well and by his tenth birthday the young
Count could say all his prayers in Latin and retell the lives of Saints and
Martyrs; he could dine with nobility and use the newly invented fork his
mother had brought from France; he could play the six string archguitar and
read the adventures of Don Quixote de la Mancha, the recently published
novel by Miguel DiCervantes. Fray Diago had taught Juan Ramón these and
many other things, but the Fray had died, quite suddenly, just before the
fateful trip. There was nothing in Spain that seemed more important to him
now than being here and becoming a man. SunMoonMan would teach him,
and this was why he was here now, silent and waiting.
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Time passed; too much time, time to worry. But still,
SunMoonMan did not speak and the silent anticipation was almost more
than DogBoy could bear. He knew how important this time with the Great
Teacher would be. In five days the Long Night Moon would begin; that
night in which Grandmother Moon takes the longest time to journey across
the early winter sky. In five days DogBoy would be taken to a sacred place
deep in the forest. There he would be left to seek his vision, his sacred path,
and there, if he were deserving, he would dream his true name. He would
have to be ready, but he did not know what that meant. What would he need
to know? What would he need to do throughout that Long Night Moon just
five sunsets hence? Now, waiting in the thundering silence, he hoped that
SunMoonMan, like Fray Diago, would teach him well!
At last, the Great Teacher spoke. He asked the two-part question
that had been asked to countless boys who would be men. “What is your
name and why are you here?”
DogBoy was ready with his answer. He had rehearsed it over and
over in his mind; he had spoken it aloud in the presence of none but the
dogs of the village, his former companions and dinner mates. He now
spoke to SunMoonMan himself, “My name is DogBoy and I have come to
be taught the ways of The People.”
SunMoonMan was silent; a frown, almost imperceptible, made his
face seem now even older. What had gone wrong? How could this perfectly
rehearsed answer not be acceptable? Perhaps it was. Perhaps it was not a
frown at all on the face of the ancient Shaman. But then he spoke again and
DogBoy’s heart stopped beating, or so it seemed to him. “You are not ready
yet. Perhaps you will be ready tomorrow.”
DogBoy knew better than to question an elder, especially one as
revered as SunMoonMan. So it was in deep disappointment that he turned
to leave, only to hear a voice from a darkened cranny. “DogBoy! Do not be
disrespectful! SunMoonMan has not given leave.” Turning back toward the
Shaman, he saw an old woman emerge from the shadows. SunMoonMan
spoke, “DogBoy, I am quite cold, and I see Grandfather Sun peaking
through the many cracks in the eastern wall of my poor lodge.” He gestured
to the woman standing next to him, “This is my daughter,
GreenCornWoman. Today you will help her fill the cracks with fresh mud.”
DogBoy’s disappointment quickly gave way to humiliation. What
had he said to deserve this dishonor? He had expected to emerge from the
Shaman’s lodge nearly a man, and now he was to be nothing more than an
old woman, digging in the mud where the pigs dug for tubers. Would they
call him “PigBoy?”
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Throughout the day he was sullen and silent, resenting his task,
resenting the old woman who talked very little, except to criticize, but sang
the same repetitive song all day long:
Hey now Black Bear, give me courage;
Ho now Eagle, give me strength;
Hey now Hoot Owl, give me wisdom;
Ho now Turtle, give me patience.
DogBoy listened in silence, enduring GreenCornWoman’s gentle
chastisement when the mud he chose was either too wet or too dry, or when
he would try to fill a patch while ignoring the need for new branches or bark
to replace a decaying piece of the wall. Grandfather Sun was directly
overhead by the time enough branches and appropriately moist mud had
been collected, and DogBoy had helped GreenCornWoman patch the walls
in SunMoonMan’s lodge. This meant that the remainder of the afternoon
was still to come and DogBoy was sure that then he would be taught the
ways of The People. His disappointment was doubled when
GreenCornWoman said, “DogBoy, you have done well. Our cousin
Standing Hawk’s lodge is also full of holes and the winter wind comes
through. Please go to Standing Hawk’s lodge and show her how well you
can patch the holes in her walls.”
DogBoy was beside himself, but what could he do? And so, he
went to Standing Hawk’s lodge and patched the holes. And, no sooner did
he finish than Standing Hawk said, “DogBoy, you have done well. Our
uncle WiseWildWolf’s lodge is also full of holes and the winter wind
comes through. Please go to his lodge and show him how well you can
patch the holes in his walls.”
This scenario repeated itself five times. DogBoy passed the
remainder of the day and late into the night collecting just the right
branches, digging up just the right mud (not too wet, not too dry), applying
the just the right amounts in the proper places and, as intended, stopping the
winter wind from coming through and chilling the bones of SunMoonMan,
his daughter, GreenCornWoman, her cousin, StandingHawk, her uncle
WiseWildWolf as well as four additional family members whose specific
relationships with SunMoonMan were seeming very distant to DogBoy.
His body ached, but he was comforted by the thought that on the
morrow he would answer differently and this time he would get it right.
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DogBoy was awake long before Morning Star arose to rekindle the
waning embers in the center hearth, and long before Grandfather Sun filled
the Eastern Sky and chased away the spirits of the night. The evening
before he had not spoken to Morning Star of his first day with
SunMoonMan and he was glad that she did not ask that morning. She
cooked a full breakfast for him, as was her custom, and sent him off as
though he were going no place special at all.
He was, however, going someplace very special indeed. And so,
for the second day, he entered the ancient lodge to find SunMoonMan once
again sitting in front of a fireless hearth. As on the morning before, he saw
GreenCornWoman sitting silently in the shadows, darker now that the holes
in the eastern wall had been filled and the morning sun could not filter in.
Again there was a period of silence until, at last, SunMoonMan
asked, “What is your name and why are you here?” DogBoy spoke with
confidence, “My name is DogBoy and I have come to be taught the ways of
The People that I may become a man and that I may dream my true name.”
DogBoy searched the old man’s face, harder to see now in the greater
darkness. SunMoonMan gave no hint of what he was about to say. He
simply said, once again, “You are not ready yet. Perhaps you will be ready
tomorrow.”
DogBoy was stunned. Not ready? He could not remember wanting
anything as much as this; how could he not be ready?
“DogBoy,” SunMoonMan continued, “I thank you for helping my
daughter GreenCornWoman fill the cracks in my poor lodge. The wind does
not blow through and chill these old bones of mine. But still, I am cold and
now my lodge is dark.” The old Sage gestured and the figure in the shadows
stirred. DogBoy saw that it was not GreenCornWoman at all, but another
old man, looking almost as old as the Shaman himself. “This is my son, Red
Elk. Today you will help him gather wood for the hearth and rushes for
torches.”
DogBoy could not hold back a muttered protest, only to be
silenced by nothing more than a gesture from Red Elk. And so it was that
on the second day of his preparation for the Long Night Moon, DogBoy
gathered wood and rushes and listened to Red Elk’s constant chatter.
Unlike his sister GreenCornWoman who sang and sang, RedElk talked and
talked, not to DogBoy but to the trees! “Ah yes, old oak tree, give us your
branches, they will burn long and hot and will warm my Father’s old
bones.” And then, when DogBoy threw some pine boughs on the growing
wood pile, RedElk said nothing to him but again spoke directly to the
braches as he tossed them back to the forest floor, “No, no, Pine tree, your
green dress is beautiful and keeps the cold away, but you shall not fill my
Father’s lodge with your black and sooty smoke.”
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And even after sufficient wood and rushes had been gathered and
DogBoy helped RedElk build a fire, he explained the fire building process
to the kindling, “Ah, yes, little branches do not despair, you will begin a
most glorious blaze that your larger brothers will ache to join! You straw
rushes, you are not strong in your singularity, but see your power grow as I
bind you so tightly together with this leather thong. You will fill my
Father’s lodge with light as the fire fills it with warmth.”
And this was how it went through half the day, RedElk carrying on
conversations with wood and straw: DogBoy seething in the growing
frustration for the time he was wasting.
By the time that the fire was burning brightly and rush torches
filled the Great Teacher’s lodge with light, Grandfather Sun had only half
completed his journey. DogBoy thought, “Surely today my lessons will
begin. Today SunMoonMan will teach me what I need to know,” his Long
Night Moon now just three sunsets hence. But DogBoy did not see
SunMoonMan again that day, for no sooner did he have the thought than he
heard RedElk say, “DogBoy, you have done well. Our aunt Leaping Deer’s
lodge is also cold and dark. Please go and show her how well you can build
a fire and make rush torches.”
And so, once again DogBoy worked late into the night and not just
for Leaping Deer, for she sent him to her brother WeepingOwl, and he to
his niece, SingsWithFrogs; and finally she to her cousin (or was it her
uncle?), MountainWind. By the end of the day DogBoy had collected the
right kindling and long burning logs, and had wrapped straw rushes just
tightly enough to ensure long and smokeless burning. And, as far as he
could tell, all of SunMoonMan’s relatives were warm and as well lit as
SunMoonMan himself.
DogBoy was tired, disappointed, and confused. He did not
understand why SunMoonMan was not teaching him anything. (He was,
after all, the “Great Teacher”.) But, Dogboy was quite sure of one thing, he
would not go to sleep that night until he had thought long and hard about
what he would say to SunMoonMan the next morning.
And so, throughout the night, as he listened to Morning Star’s
gentle breathing in the darkness, he tried out many possible answers to
SunMoonMan’s two-part question.
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When DogBoy entered the lodge the next morning it was warm
and brightly lit. A fire blazed in the hearth and rush torches illuminated
even the darkest nooks and crannies. Once again SunMoonMan was not
alone, but DogBoy was relieved not to see the elderly children of the
Shaman, but a woman who DogBoy judged to be about Morning Star’s age,
the age of most tribal Mothers whose sons think themselves ready to be a
man and carry a man’s name.
While he was a bit suspicious at this woman’s presence, (what
mundane duties will she need help with?), he was sure he would not be
spending the day wallowing like the pigs in the mud, or carrying on
conversations with fuel. No, today DogBoy would have the right answer for
SunMoonMan’s eternal question and it came, once again after a period of
silence, “What is your name and why are you here?”
DogBoy knew what he would say, but waited a bit, wanting to
appear thoughtful, wanting the Shaman to think him wise. But he could not
wait long, the answer soon burst out, “Honored Elder, my name is DogBoy
for I am a boy who has lived as a dog. But now I seek to be a man and to
carry the name of a man. I come to you now in deepest humility to ask you
to teach me the ways of The People.”
Once again SunMoonMan responded, “You are not ready yet.
Perhaps you will be ready tomorrow.”
DogBoy could not hold back the tears, but suffered them in silence
as SunMoonMan spoke again, “DogBoy, I thank you for helping my son,
Red Elk, gather wood and rushes and build a proper fire. As you can see,
the hearth fire now warms us all but does not fill the lodge with smoke; the
torches burn brightly and a hundred little flames illuminate my old and
wrinkled face. Can you see on my face that I am very hungry?”
With this surprising question, for DogBoy did not think hunger
could be seen, the woman rose and came forth. SunMoonMan held her hand
as he spoke, “This is my granddaughter, OneVoice. Today you will help her
gather roots, mushrooms, and tubers for the cooking pot.”
OneVoice did not hesitate. She walked past DogBoy and spoke
only one word, “Come.” DogBoy felt more the dog than the boy, his
embarrassment and humiliation growing stronger. Mercifully, OneVoice
spoke very little as DogBoy followed her through the woodland, stopping
by an old maple tree and finding stores of squirreled away acorns and
chestnuts; digging in a mossy patch beneath the snow for succulent
mushrooms; following the trail of the forest pigs and finding many starchy
tubers missed by the inefficient swine.
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She was truly a woman of few words, but even those few grated on
DogBoy’s patience. She would point to a patch of mushrooms and say,
“Those!” But when DogBoy would reach for some that looked quite the
same as the first, she’d say, “Not those…poison.” By midday her basket
was full but the work not done. Dogboy watched and when told what to do,
participated in the preparation of the food. Again, there was little
conversation. “Wash these…dirty! Cut that part off…bitter! Cook roots all
night…tender tomorrow!”
And then, although the food was cooked and the day not yet half
over, DogBoy was not so surprised to hear One Voice say, “DogBoy, you
have done well. Our elder brother-in-law, TwoDogsBarking, has hurt his
foot and has no woman to prepare his food. Please go to his lodge and
show him how well you can select and cook the tastiest mushrooms that
will not cause the fire spirits to dance in his belly.”
And it was no surprise to DogBoy either that, by the end of the
day, he had met many more of SunMoonMan’s relatives and that all of
them had feasted on succulent mushrooms. And thusly, DogBoy spent the
third day of his preparation for the Long Night Moon in servitude. His
annoyance growing moment by moment as was his determination to return
in the morning with a convincing answer to the old man’s query.

On the morning of the fourth day, DogBoy entered the warm, well
lit lodge to find SunMoonMan chewing on a root they had left buried under
the coals the night before. Sitting with him was someone DogBoy
recognized and admired. Screaming Eagle, SunMoonMan’s grandson was
the greatest hunter in the tribe. When the men returned from the hunt,
Screaming Eagle would always be the one with the largest buck or great
black bear, whose coat would warm him, whose flesh would feed him, and
whose Spirit would give him courage to face whatever the future would
bring. In the presence of such a Great hunter, DogBoy could not embarrass
himself again; he would have to give the right answer to SunMoonMan’s
question or, he thought, shrivel up like the now tender roots that still
remained uneaten.
The inevitable question came, as DogBoy knew it would, “What is
your name and why are you here?” DogBoy did not hesitate, “My name is
DogBoy, Great Shaman and I have come to beg you to teach me just a small
portion of your great knowledge for I must become a man and carry a man’s
name or I will die nothing more than a dog boy. Master, the Long Night
Moon is tomorrow, please teach me today.”
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SunMoonMan studied DogBoy’s face, looking into his eyes and
feeling a tinge of regret for what he was about to say. DogBoy did not know
of the Teacher’s hesitation, he only knew what the Teacher (who does not
teach) said, “You are not ready yet. Perhaps you will be ready tomorrow.”
By this fourth day, DogBoy had no doubts about what was going
to happen next. And, not surprisingly, SunMoonMan quickly confirmed,
“Dogboy, I thank you for helping my granddaughter OneVoice gather food
in the forest. The mushrooms were sweet and succulent and did not cause
the fire spirits to dance in my belly. But, I must tell you that I am still quite
hungry and I fear that only meat will satisfy my great need.” With that
statement, ScreamingEagle stood and left the lodge. DogBoy expected to be
sent to help him hunt but no such instruction had been given. But then,
looking into the Shaman’s eyes and the eyebrows that arched above them,
DogBoy realized that he had been sent and that he’d better get going.
This was not so bad. At least he would not be wallowing in mud,
or gathering firewood, or cooking meals, he would be hunting with the
mightiest hunter of all The People.
Screaming Eagle did not wait, nor did he speak to DogBoy when
he caught up with him at his lodge. DogBoy in his excitement could not
keep from blurting out, “Screaming Eagle, I am honored to hunt with you
this day! Shall we kill a big black bear to feed your hungry Grandfather?”
Screaming Eagle looked askance at DogBoy then entered his lodge
in silence. DogBoy was surprised when the hunter emerged, not with bow
and arrow to slow and stop a fleeing black bear, nor with a long sturdy
spear that would penetrate the heart of the raging beast, but with only a
handful of long, thin pieces of rawhide. Screaming Eagle said nothing but
handed half the strings to DogBoy and set off into the wood at a heart
pounding pace. DogBoy thought him angry at having to bring along this
dog when he hunts the ferocious great black bear. Dogboy was ashamed,
yet he could not conceal his excitement to be part of such a hunt.
With such anticipation, the disappointment was only greater when
Screaming Eagle did not seek out a great black bear, or a many horned deer,
or a bull moose as it wades in the near frozen lakes. He walked until he
came to a clearing deep in the wood. He stopped and looked around, at the
ground, at the sky, at the many pine trees that surrounded the glen. Then,
without a word, he set to work. Quickly gathering pine boughs, Screaming
Eagle set up a small structure, branches on all sides, level upon level until it
appeared to be nothing more than one of many randomly fallen piles of
pine. He formed one of his strings into a loop, laying it over a hole in the
snow that DogBoy had not noticed before, and extending the other end into
his pile of branches. Screaming Eagle then disappeared into the pile
himself, again without uttering a sound, and left DogBoy standing there, in
the middle of the clearing, in the company of a pile of pine braches.
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DogBoy did not know what to do! Should he leave; should he
wait? And so he was relieved to see Screaming Eagle begin to emerge from
his hiding place. He did not come out all the way, but only far enough to be
seen. DogBoy read his eyes, followed them to the forest floor, criss-crossed
with the footprints of the small rabbits that were brown in the summer and
white in the winter. Screaming Eagle disappeared once again into the pine
bough cover to await, as DogBoy only now realized, not the appearance of a
great black bear, or a many-horned deer, or a bull moose, but of a silly little
rabbit that, this early in the winter, is neither brown nor white but confused
as to how to dress for the season.
And so, DogBoy waited and waited, feeling more embarrassed for
Screaming Eagle than for himself. Screaming Eagle, the great hunter who
could not even trap a small rabbit, for his quarry had not emerged from its
warren hole to be snared. It was only after many minutes that DogBoy
began to wonder if his standing there in the middle of the small clearing,
just yards from the rabbit hole, might have anything to do with Screaming
Eagle’s lack of success. More from boredom than anything else, DogBoy
began to gather pine boughs as he had seen Screaming Eagle do, and
fashioned a structure much like the one that sheltered the other hunter.
Looking around the glen, he spotted another hole and soon it was adorned
by his own leather loop made from the string Screaming Eagle had given
him. Soon, that string extended into a pile of pines wherein sat another not
so mighty hunter.
Much to DogBoy’s surprise, it was through his loop that a rabbit
first popped an inquisitive head. He was even more surprised when the
rabbit casually hopped right on through the loop and went on his way. Did
Screaming Eagle know that he had not the wits about him to pull the string
when the rabbit was in the trap? DogBoy hoped for another rabbit and after
a long wait one appeared. This time he was ready and the rabbit was snared.
DogBoy, for the first time felt pleased with himself. He had caught a rabbit
while the greatest hunter in the tribe still sat silently in his pile of wood.
DogBoy crawled out into the clearing and called to his reluctant
companion, “Screaming Eagle! Come out, for I have snared a rabbit. Do not
fear; your Reverenced Grandfather will not go hungry!” Screaming Eagle
did not come out for he was not in. DogBoy realized that Screaming Eagle
had been behind him only when the great hunter turned to leave. DogBoy
watched him walk away with a dozen small rabbits hanging from his belt.
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DogBoy followed, carrying his lone rabbit and feeling not so
pleased with himself. When he and Screaming Eagle had reached home and
he had helped him skin, clean and cook the rabbit, it was once again midday. DogBoy wondered which of SunMoonMan’s relatives were hungry for
meat and he did not have to hear Screaming Eagle say, “DogBoy, you have
done well. Our brother or our sister or our nephew or our cousin is very
hungry and needs to eat meat. Please go to his lodge or to her lodge and
show him or her what a mighty hunter you are. Let them feast on roasted
rabbit such as SunMoonMan has eaten today.”
And thus ended the fourth day of DogBoy’s preparation for the
Long Night Moon. Tomorrow, when the moon rose, he would have to go,
ready or not. How would he know what to do? He could only hope that on
the next morning SunMoonMan, the Great Teacher would at last deem him
worthy of his teaching.

When DogBoy awoke on the fifth and final day of his preparation,
he was surprised to find that Morning Star was already up and gone. He
hurried, not breaking his night’s fast. Morning Star had not prepared his
breakfast of corn meal and sweet milk as she had nearly every morning
since his unexpected arrival. Even when he lived as a dog, Morning Star
would make sure his food was even better than that of the undisputed alpha
male among the village canine community. But this morning, on the day of
DogBoy’s Long Night Moon, there was no breakfast; instead Morning Star
had left her dead husband’s finest buckskin garment. Dogboy smiled,
quickly dressed in the warrior’s clothing and, too excited to eat anyway,
hurried off to his meeting with SunMoonMan, the Teacher.
Entering the lodge, DogBoy was greeted in silence not only by
SunMoonMan, but also by his daughter, GreenCornWoman and her son,
Screaming Eagle and SunMoonMan’s son, RedElk and his daughter, One
Voice. And, as on the very first day, there was a mysterious figure in the
shadows. There were many shadows that morning, for there was no fire in
the hearth and the torches burned only dimly.
As on each of the previous days, there was a long period of silence.
SunMoonMan sat in the center, before the hearth. Behind him sat his
family. However, unlike on the previous days, the silence was broken not
by SunMoonMan’s question, but by giggles! It was GreenCornWoman and
she was laughing very quietly. “My Daughter,” SunMoonMan said, “Why
are you laughing?” “Forgive me Father,” trying to suppress her amusement,
“I was just remembering a foolish child who did not know wet mud from
dry mud!” GreenCornWoman began to laugh again and soon all except
DogBoy were chuckling out loud.
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SunMoonMan, who DogBoy thought should be the most serious,
laughed the loudest. Soon the laughter subsided and there was silence
again…for a moment. It was RedElk who was laughing this time. When
asked by his ancient father why, he responded, “Forgive me Father. I was
just remembering a foolish boy who did not know that pine burns with
sooty smoke!” And, as before, all present thought that foolish boy to be
very laughable.
The next period of silence was even shorter and when asked the
reason for her laughter, One Voice said, “Forgive me Grandfather. I was
just remembering a silly child who did not know poison mushrooms from
succulent!” The laughter was this time not interrupted by silence, for
Screaming Eagle, now screaming in laughter and gasping for air said,
“Forgive me too, Grandfather. For I was remembering a very, very stupid
boy who did not know that bears sleep all winter!” The laughter now was
almost uncontrolled and even the mysterious figure in the shadows
chuckled, familiar yet unrecognizable amid all the other laughter. DogBoy’s
embarrassment and chagrin was overwhelming. He could not imagine why
this was happening.
SunMoonMan was the first to regain his composure. “DogBoy!
Please forgive our laughter at these remembrances. I do thank you for
helping my Grandson ScreamingEagle capture and cook my roast rabbit
dinner, it was most delicious and gratifying. And I thank you again for
helping GreenCornWoman, RedElk and One Voice in their tasks. Because
of you, many of The People are warmer in the light of their fires and torches
and their bellies are full with mushrooms and roasted rabbit. Indeed, we all
thank you and wish you well on your Long Night Moon.”
DogBoy was incredulous? Wish me well? What about the
teaching? The Shaman continued to speak as he rose and placed a soft
doeskin blindfold over the boy’s moist eyes, “Late this afternoon shall
GrandMother Moon begin her longest journey. And so, you too shall begin
your longest journey from boy to man, if you can.”
DogBoy could not speak and it was well, for there was no need on
the part of the assembled adults to hear him speak. He listened and
SunMoonMan continued, “Today you will sit here and you will reflect.
When it is time, you will be taken to a sacred space known to The People
since before any of The People can remember. There you will find comfort,
warmth, light, and food. There you may seek to know your true name.” And
with that, SunMoonMan and his progeny departed, leaving the blindfolded
DogBoy to wait for Grandmother Moon to begin her long night.”
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It was only after sitting there in the darkness for many hours,
stewing deep in his thoughts and disappointments, that DogBoy noticed the
breathing so much in tune with his own that it sounded like an immediate
echo. He remembered the figure in the shadows and almost in anger blurted
out, “What is your name and why are you here?”
Morning Star smiled, “You know my name.”
“Mother! Why are you here?” She did not respond.
DogBoy felt deeply ashamed. “Mother, you laughed along with the
others?” Morning Star laughed again, loudly, “Of course, how can one not
laugh at such things?”
DogBoy did not want to give in to his anger, especially with
Morning Star who had been more of a mother to him in the previous four
years than the Countess of Ensanada had been in the ten before that. But, he
could not control himself, “You have all made the fool of me, the dog boy!
You sent me to be taught the ways of our people, but you used me to do
your work. Then you all laughed at me, the foolish boy child who did not
know dry mud from wet, oak from pine, good mushroom from bad, or that
the great black bear sleeps all winter. Why did you all laugh at me so
cruelly?” Morning Star smiled, not wanting to laugh out loud again. “My
son, they were not laughing at you; it was themselves at your age that they
were remembering.”
DogBoy was taken aback, but then remembered the real source of
his anger, “Then why did SunMoonMan misuse me so when I asked only to
be taught the ways of The People? For four days I have come to him and for
four days he did not teach me anything!”
Morning Star did not answer except with an audible sigh. She
placed a hand softly on his shoulder as she rose to leave. He could feel her
breath on his cheek as she whispered slowly and deliberately,
“It’s not about the teaching.”

DogBoy had little time to reflect on the meaning behind his foster
Mother’s words, for immediately after she left he heard a new voice
summon him to come out. Feeling his way through the door, he emerged
into the late afternoon air. “Who calls me?” “It is I, Silver Fox, your guide.
Now, DogBoy, place your hand on my shoulder and follow.”
And so he did, and they walked for many miles, one following the
other, until they came to “the place of comfort, warmth, light, and food” as
SunMoonMan had promised. And there, DogBoy’s guide said simply,
“Dream well, DogBoy” and then was silent.
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When DogBoy hesitantly took the doeskin from his eyes, his guide
was gone. DogBoy was alone in a small forest clearing and looking around
him was horrified to realize that Silver Fox had brought him to the wrong
place! In the fading light he could see that he was in the very same place
he’d been the day before, where he and Screaming Eagle had snared the
rabbits, and… there was nothing here! His horror turned to anger when he
began to think that this was yet another trick, another reason to laugh at
him. And soon after that, the horror turned anger turned to fear, and despair,
and loneliness…and the boy dog who would be a man sat down in total
bewilderment.
He did not really know how long he sat in the freshly fallen snow,
but Grandmother Moon was well on her long night journey when the cold
and hunger demanded his attention. He forced himself to rise and gather
pine boughs, weaving them together and patching the holes with mud found
still moist from the forging of forest pigs. He did not have time to think
about his failure and to feel his fear, there was wood to collect for a fire, and
tubers left by an inefficient pig, even uncooked, would appease his hunger
long enough to trap and roast a hop-less bunny. Rushes sticking out from
the winter snow made a good torch and allowed him to see into an old
maple tree where some frugal squirrel had hidden his morning meal. And
all the while he worked he sang, quietly at first, but then quite loudly, and
GreenCornWoman’s song echoed throughout the woodland as he sang,

Hey now Black Bear, give me courage;
Ho now Eagle, give me strength;
Hey now Hoot Owl, give me wisdom;
Ho now Turtle, give me patience.

And so in the light of the Long Night Moon, DogBoy worked until
he sat before a roaring fire, within a pine-bough lodge, licking his chops of
the fat rabbit whose bones now lay beside him. And in his exhaustion,
DogBoy lay down to sleep in a place of comfort, warmth, light, and food
and there he spent a dreamless night.
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DogBoy was awaked in the morning by the voice of his guide.
“DogBoy, place the doeskin round your eyes and come forth. SunMoonMan
awaits you.”
When he entered the lodge, the fire and torches burned brightly,
the light stinging his eyes when the blindfold was removed. DogBoy would
not have thought the Shaman’s home would hold so many people, but there
they were: GreenCornWoman, RedElk, OneVoice, ScreamingEagle,
StandingHawk, WiseWildWolf, WeepingOwl, LeapingDeer, Mountain
Wind, SingsWithFrogs, SilverFox and even old TwoDogsBarking, standing
on one foot and sporting a toothy grin!
In the center was Morning Star and she too was smiling, as was
every person in that room. DogBoy could not describe his shame; there
were no words. How could he tell them that he had not dreamt his true
name that he had failed? And so, when SunMoonMan at last spoke directly
to him, DogBoy could only hang his head in shame.
The Shaman’s words echoed in his mind, “What is your name and
why are you here?” DogBoy felt alone in this crowd of smiling onlookers.
But slowly, one word at a time, agonizing to say the name of the boy who
lived with the dogs, he said, "My…name…is…Dog…MAN!”
What? What did he say? His own words rang in his head. Yes, that
was his name! He was DogMan and with that knowledge he also knew what
his Mother had meant the night before when she whispered, “It’s not about
the teaching!”
And so, Juan Ramón deTirni, Count of Ensanada and former dog,
who would never be called “DogBoy” again, raised himself to his full
height and said, “My name is DogMan and I am here… to learn!”
SunMoonMan showed no surprise whatsoever. He just smiled and
said, “Well then, DogMan, what would you like to learn?” DogMan was
delighted and with great joy he said, “I wish to learn the ways of The
People.”
“Ah, but DogMan, you already know the ways of The People.
Have you not lived among The People for four winters? Have you not
learned to speak the language of The People, to wear the clothing of The
People, to sing the songs of The People? And, on your long night moon,
did you not demonstrate to all The People that you can find shelter, warmth,
food and comfort where the EarthMother provides?
And, have you not also shown this past week that you know how
to serve your brothers and sisters in our community?”
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SunMoonMan looked deep in his new protégé’s eyes and said with
a hint of pride in his voice,
“DogMan, these are the ways of The People.
It is now time for you to learn the ways of the Spirit.”

And thus ended DogBoy’s Long Night Moon;

And thus began DogMan’s journey into Spirit.
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The days passed slowly. The years passed quickly. I knew
loneliness, and darkness, and chaos. And then…a LIGHT…a dream, a
vision, the memory of a song, vibrations within the imagination, a song of
Spirits and Magic Fires; fantasy or another dimension; another reality?
Real or not, I am moved to write of these things. So, when I speak
of special things and happenings, please allow me some space. When you
must choose to accept or reject the light I seek to pass, believe at least that I
believe.
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We stand in a space without form, a liquid land. We can see only a
purple mist that moves around us…even through us. There is no substance
to our physical bodies yet we have no fear. In the near distance, the Mystic
Mountain stands like no other. It is not so much its shape or form that
makes it so unlike other mountains (although it is a most glorious sight), but
rather, it is the feeling that we have when we gaze upon it. At its summit is
a large flat circle. (Its true diameter we cannot measure. We have no sense
of perspective here.) At the center of the circle is a much smaller circle that,
(we sense) carries great importance. And, at it’s center… a crystal… and we
are in wonder!

We hear distant sound! Like a trumpet (but different)... like, but
unlike. Kyrie, The Messenger announces the Convocation of the Masters.
We hear his clarion call (at first) as though it is the mist itself, but now…it
grows, crescendo poco-a-poco. It is everywhere…seeking, demanding
response. Its very vibrations giving light! Sparks, like dancing light,
emanate now from the central crystal. White and red of hue, they fly to
embrace the sound and, in that act of unconditional Love, they take form.
They are the “Littles”, Spirits in transition, waiting, serving the Masters, yet
not in servitude. Soon, they are everywhere as they go about the task of
clearing the mist. They seem, somehow, in communication with the mist.
There is no need to blow it away, or push it away; it is as though they
simply guide it safely to another place. We sense that there is an
understanding between these fire-forms and the mist, even a mutual regard.
The purple haze has parted now; it surrounds the mountain, yet
leaves its summit circle clear. The Littles return to the center and converge
in blazing bursts of fire, burning red and white…and it warms us. Kyrie,
seeming now to stand within the fire itself, bleats a blazing fanfare on a
horn of ancient air. Six times the trumpet sounds; Six times a form appears.
(In a singular thought we wonder and know all.) We are in the presence of The
Masters, those Spirits who have reached perfection, one with the One-InAll, each dedicated to the care and guidance of some aspect of earthly
existence, tasks taken on through unconditional Love.
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LEAH, the Spirit of Woman arrives first, followed by SIRIUS, the
Spirit of Man. Then in order: BELLA, the Spirit of Growing Things;
WYNG, the Spirit of Flying Creatures; VOLTAG, the Spirit of Energy;
and, finally. CATHBAD, the ancient Spirit of Human Suffering.
They face one another in the circle within the greater circle and
around the lesser. They raise hands and extend a silent greeting.

Leah, the Spirit of Woman now stands alone in the center. (We are
taken with her beauty of form, her grace, and the fire in her eyes.) She
speaks with eloquence, yet she is the youngest of the circle. (And, if naiveté
can be perceived in purity of compassion, one might regard the gentle Leah
as naïve.)
It is of the Women of the Earth she speaks. It is of the longing in
their hearts to know and give Love. It is of their profound capacity to suffer.
“White Light…White Fire,” (slowly spoken words seeming
endless). “Liquid fire will burn the love of Love into all human hearts;
Sweet fire, precious, glorious, cleansing, the return of innocence for the
humankind.” Leah closes here eyes to see the EarthMother and her
daughters. She smiles, and out of her smile a butterfly appears. It flies to
Earth to grace the days of the thousand eyes,
…while the humankind wonders why.
Leah bows to the Circle in such dignity that it seems a dance, a gift
to whom she bows. Now, she moves (like air within a bubble) to a place of
quiet …to listen …and reflect.
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Next…the woeful Cathbad, the Spirit of Human Suffering
approaches the fire. (We are overcome with grief as we look upon his face,
seen clearly now as he stands – yet bends- over the sympathetic fire.)
Cathbad, having lived many lives and having seen the history of
human suffering, now in perfection, has – in an act of unconditional Love –
given up his right to eternal peace to accept for the humankind, some
portion of its agony. He speaks and the anguish of the ages echoes from a
depth beyond the soul, “Look into my face. See the human beast. To kill his
kind with peace in mind is madness, nothing more!”
“Red Fire!”, cries Cathbad, clutching his heart. “Red Light and
solid flame shall burn the Earth to whence it came. Never more shall
Earthbound Spirit suffer as do I”. A tear escapes his ancient eye and falls to
Earth, exploding in natural combustion burning forest, field and farm
…while the humankind wonders why.
Cathbad fall into his pain again, bending and breaking under the
suffering felt in the fires of his own precious tear. The Masters gather
‘round the agony of Cathbad. They lift him up and he stands again among
them.

For a time there is quiet, a time of thought. (We feel neither
patient nor impatient, an instant is an eternity within an instant.)
Wyng, Spirit of Flying Creatures now stands in the center, yet not
as the others. She stands above the air-like land (in vision formed as rock
and slate to us.) Neither bird nor butterfly nor human form, but all three in
beauteous embrace is the winged Wyng. Circling over the circle, she speaks
in a flutterfall of sounds; crystalline tones, a flock of flocks, bird sounds, yet
with clarity and sincerity that we easily comprehend. She speaks for the
children (hers- the winged, and ours-the human. Be they feather, fur or
human fabric, all children are one within the Great Mystery.)
Wyng now descends with gull-like grace to stand by the side of
Leah. She speaks in human tone, “I call upon the Love Life Light to cover
Earth and sky. The white, the white, the Sacred Light!” From the sound of
her voice a small white dove appears. It flies to Earth with a new song, and
the birds hear and sing
...while the humankind wonders why.
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In the silence that follows we become aware of a sound we know
too well, yet have never heard.) It is the sound of a tear falling form the eye
of Bella who now takes her place and her turn to speak. Bella, Spirit of
Growing Things is a curious sight; her chosen form half woman, half tree
(the Earth willow must be her cousin). “I weep,” she says. “I weep.” (And
we, trapped without a true body, ache for a tear of our own to shed for her.)
Bella now raises her branch-like arms upward and extends to full
length her hand-like leaves. “I give the white!” Her words blossom into a
thousand flower forms of color and hue never before caught by human eye.
They fly to Earth to seed and find root in field and city lot
...while the humankind wonders why.
Bella takes her place close to Leah and Wyng and attention turns to
Master Voltag who waits to speak and seems to pace in angry meter.
Voltag, Spirit of Pure Energy is the wind, the lightening, all human flesh
and muscle in a single convulsion.

Voltag stands in the form of man of muscular perfection, yet he
moves with cat-like grace and lion-like authority. “Sweet Bella, I grieve for
the rose whose petals are your tears, as I grieve for the children of Wyng
and the sisters of Leah.” Voltag looks upon the face of Cathbad and gently
touches an ancient scar. “Look, dear kindred Spirits! Look upon the
history of the humankind etched into the face of our beloved Cathbad. How
can the rose continue to grow in the blood and sorrow that flows from these
sacred wounds? How can the women know and give love when the red
fires already burn within their hearts. Voltag pauses again to look upon
himself in the face of Cathbad. There he sees the eyes of Wyng, no tear to
cleanse a feathered cheek. “And of the children, precious Wyng, I too am
one”, and liquid love in the form of a tear comes to the mighty Voltag, so
strong within his weeping.
Voltag turns now to the Fire, his gaze giving life to the fire-forms
alive within. He speaks in angry dissonance, “But what will be left to the
children when all the world has gone beyond the edge?”
“I give the Red,” he thunders as he throws a pointed finger to the
fire. Bright red lightening flees his wrath and is reflected a million fold.
Hurled to Earth, it brings destruction to home and hearth, town and tomb
...while the humankind wonders why.
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The Masters now form again the circle reflecting upon the words
here spoken and the thoughts that give them substance. They are as one
mind, torn in two directions, yet with a singular purpose and singular
motive, each an aspect of the Oneness.
The Masters now lean to the idea of giving, once again, to the
humankind the good and gracious White Light, brought to them many times
before yet seen by so few in its purest form. Leah, Wyng and Bella stand
together to one ever-changing side of the circle. Cathbad and Voltag stand
to the other. Only Sirius is left in the middle. Sirius, Spirit of Man,
perfection in form, strength of intellect within strength of body. Serius
speaks in measured tone, “See the bloody line of humankind as countless
hollow footsteps trod a mindless path ahead, a future with no vision like the
cold and sightless dead.”
Raising his hand in the sign of love, he speaks, “Now is all the
time there is to halt the bloody line! I give to the humankind all that I
am…my eternal Love…in a song.”
There is a silence such as we have never known. We can hear our
own memory. Therein we hear a mystic melody and we are strong. It grows
and lifts us up and up and up in weightless, formless flight. It is the song of
the Spirit; it is a dream of hope, joy, peace and Love. It is a celebration of
eternal truth and we celebrate our own Spirit. Higher than the eagle dares to
fly, we sail the cloudless sky. We are in free flight! We know such joy yet
ache to wake (if this be dreams) to be of breath and bone again, to revel in
the beauty of our Spirit and touch tomorrow.
Sirius speaks again and we sigh, “We shall send the white Light
one last time on the wings of dreams. A dreamer of songs shall we seek and
we shall teach him to sing of these dreams to all who will listen. They will
sing to those who will sing again, until our song echoes from the hearts of
ten thousand times ten.
The Masters circle the circle a final time.
They speak in one voice,
“Let the Ghost Dance begin!”
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Within the profound and thundering silence we hear again the likethe-trumpet call of Kyrie, summoning fire-life to rhythmic cadence. The
ghosts of countless human journeys sing in cosmic consonance, and there is
melody; sweet flight of tones, variation within unity, clarity without
rhetoric, words the heart can hear. Now, in an endless eternal instant, the
Fire turns to liquid light, first in tiny droplets…soon an ocean. We float and
know happiness. Breathless yet so alive, we are one within the Masters,
within the Circle, within the Love.
Leah, Bella, Cathbad, Wyng, Voltag, and Sirius embrace us, and in
this act of unconditional Love, a song is born. It flies from the center and is
caught by the wind that circles the Earth …while in the silence one human
being hears and wonders why.
(I wonder why.)
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The Legend
of the
Dreamsinger

In the beginning The Source, which we call Great Mystery, created
the world and filled it with the Rock People, the Plant People, the Critter
People, and many other tribes of wondrous forms. Each had their tasks to do.
Each had their songs to sing. Each contributed to a working whole, giving of
their energies, their bodies, their Earthwalk time.
Great Mystery said, “This is a grand and beautiful thing, but the
people are so busy doing their tasks and singing their individual songs, there is
no one to appreciate it. I shall make a new tribe of people and I shall call
them, ‘Human’ They shall walk erect and hold their heads high that their
minds might be close to the Sky Nation where all common ancestors dwell
and that their feet might be close to the EarthMother who nurtures and
supports all our relations.”
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Great Mystery thought for a while about how to make the Humans
special, for Great Mystery created all the Peoples with their own special
qualities and tasks. Great Mystery said, “I shall give them a great capacity for
knowing. It will be the task of the Humankind to know, respect and care for
all I have created. I shall set them to walk freely upon the Paths of Light and
they shall sing My Song.” And so, Great Mystery called upon Eagle to fly to
the EarthMother and tell all of the Peoples of these new arrivals, the
Humankind of the Tribe of the Two-legged.
All our relations received these new people with joy and affection,
often giving of their flesh, their coats, their bodies that the Humans might
feed, dress and shelter themselves. The Humans flourished until they made
their council fires in every direction. But then, some of the Humankind forgot
their task to know, respect and care for the EarthMother and all who dwell
above, upon and within. They forgot that they had been set upon Paths of
Light. They began to walk different paths…darker paths. Soon their singing
began to change until it no longer resembled Great Mystery’s song. As new
humans began their Earthwalk, they heard only this changed and mutated
music, and in their innocence, mistook it for Great Mystery’s song.
All the other Peoples heard this new song and saw what it was
causing the Humankind to do. They said to Eagle, “Go to the Source. Tell
Great Mystery that we cannot continue to live with the Humankind; that we
shall die if these Humans do not change.” And so, Eagle flew for four days
and nights finally reaching the Sacred Mountain. There, Eagle spoke to Great
Mystery of the concerns and needs of the People. Great Mystery said, “I have
heard the new song of the Humankind and I have seen what so many have
done to the EarthMother as they walk upon the Paths of Darkness. Yet, it is
good that there are many paths…many choices. The Humankind are
free…free to choose their own paths.”
And so, Great Mystery spoke to Eagle and said, “Tell All My
Relations that from this moment on I shall send Animal Spirits of both the
Upper World and the lower World into the dreams of every unborn Human.
There, each will tell stories of the many paths, some of Light and some of
Darkness, so that the Human may learn and choose. Thus, when new Humans
come to the Place of Emergence, they shall go into the world and sing the
song of their own choosing. Those who remember my song shall be called…

…Dreamsingers.”

And so, whenever you meet a man or woman who sings for the
EarthMother and All Our Relations, listen carefully…
…it is a Dreamsinger remembering.
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